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Asymmetry in biology in three stories

Introduction: symmetry and asymmetry from molecules to organisms

● Development

How to make asymmetrical organisms?

● Evolution

How does asymmetry evolve?
What does it tell us about evolutionary processes?

● Social sciences

The use and abuse of Fluctuating asymmetry 



  

Diversity of types of biological symmetries



  

Bilateral symmetry (and asymmetry!)

c



  

Louis Pasteur (1860):

‘This was perhaps the only well-marked line of demarcation 
that can at present be drawn between the chemistry of dead 
and living matter’

Asymmetric molecules: homochirality in living organisms

Relevance for higher levels of symmetry/asymmetry?



  

Symmetry and asymmetry in unicellular organisms

Cristal-like structures

Development? Functions?

Micrasterias

Diatoms



  

From unicellularity to multicellularity :  towards a new kind of 
symmetry

Choanoflagellates



  
Finnerty BioEssays 2005



  

Origin of bilateral symmetry?

Cambrian explosion 500 MA
Adaptation to locomotion or digestive tractus??

Anthozoan Nematostella



  

1- Bilateral (a)symmetry : developmental aspects
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Dorsal

ventral

Development of a bilaterally symmetrical animal

Very easy : 

Gravity => Dorso ventral axis
Locomotion (or other directional function) => Antero-posterior axis

c



  

Anterior

Posterior

Dorsal

ventral

Development of a bilaterally asymmetrical animal

But... we are not really symmetrical!

No macroscopic reference to define right and left!

?



  

What is the first event defining orientation?
Idea of the existence of a chiral molecule ('F molecule ')
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Mouse embryo
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Asymmetry is defined very early 
(first cell cleavage): 

Monozygotic twins have  opposite hair whorl

This cilia hypothesis is discussed!



  



  

2- What can asymmetry tell us about evolution?



  

Diversity of life was due to God
No evolution (fixism of Cuvier)

Transformism (Buffon, Lamarck)
anthropocentrism: man is the goal of evolution

Directionality = teleology

Before Darwin



  

Before Darwin

Developpement (french) = Entwicklung 
(german) = desarollo (spanish)  = unfolding

First microscope : sperm => homunculus

Directionality

Funny and naive?



  

Charles Darwin 1809 - 1882

Random variation
Natural selection

Adaptation
No directionality



  

1900 rediscovery of Mendel's law of heredity (1865)

Evolutionary synthesis ( 40's) = integrating genetics to darwinian theory

1953 Discovery of DNA structure

Translation

Proteines

Morphological 
traits

Genes

DNA

Transcription

RNA

Molecular biology dogma: Back to teleology (directionality)

1963 Discovery of the genetic code

Evolution: everything is in the genes.
Mutations lead, morphology follows



  

Two kinds of bilateral asymmetries: Fixed or Random asymmetry 

Fixed asymmetry = Directional asymmetry

The direction of asymmetry is genetically fixed,
hereditary

Random asymmetry = Antisymmetry

The direction of asymmetry is random and not 
heritable

Back to asymmetry



  

Adaptative directional asymmetry: right handed snakes

Hoso et al 2007



  

What can asymmetry tell us about evolution?

??



  

Evolution of directional asymmetry
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Conclusion:
The random to fixed asymmetry occurs in about 40% of 
cases

Genetic assimilation, cases where phenotype leads and 
gene follow, might not be so rare!

Genetic reductionism put in perspective

All is not in the genes

Darwin is conforted by a view that accounts for life true 
complexity



  

3 - Asymmetry and the social sciences



  

Laterality

Faurie et Raymond (2004): proportion of left handed vs right 
handed did not change for the last 10 000 years

Asymmetry in the social sciences

Sun and Walsh 2006



  

Fluctuating asymmetry 
= small departure from perfect bilateral symmetry



  
D - G0

Fluctuating asymmetry  = variance of the right - left distribution

This asymmetry can be dramatically different 
among populations

Stressfull genetic or environmental 
conditions can increase FA

Interesting for conservation biollogy



  

 Fluctuating asymmetry,  stress and fitness : 
« symmetry is beauty »?

The idea:
good genes => stable development => symmetry
In turn: poor symmetry => bad genes

Photo courtesy N. Gompel



  

Sexual selection : Fittest males are the most 
symmetrical = 'good genes hypothesis'.

Females will choose symmetric 
males; 
Males will thus display their 
symmetry

Major problem : 

for FA to be a reliable indicator of 
quality, it has to be hereditary 
(together with the good genes it is 
supposed to indicate!)

Photo: Hannes Mitchell



  

FA and sociobiology



  

FA follies

FA in breasts:
 is negatively correlated with fecundity; positively with risk of breast cancer; 
negatively with attractiveness

FA, scent an human attractiveness:
“Results indicated that normally cycling (non-pill using) women near the peak fertility 
of their cycle tended to prefer the scent of shirts worn by symmetrical men.”

FA and human orgasm :
 “Women with partners possessing low FA reported significantly more copulatory 
female orgasms than were reported by women with partners possessing high FA 
and their partners” 

FA and IQ:
“there is a real, common, causal link between bodily asymmetry and lowered IQ. 
Indeed, they are prepared to estimate that anything between 17 and 50 per cent of 
the variability in IQ is attributable to [the causes of higher fluctuating asymmetry]."



  



  

 Thank you for your attention



  

Laterality, hand clasping and arm folding
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